Cloth Face Cover
Care Instructions
READ BEFORE USING

By accepting this face cover, you agree to follow proper use instructions and assume all risk of harm in its use. You hereby release any agencies for any present or future liability for illness or damages that may result from using this face cover.
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Caring for Cloth Face Covers
SAFE WASHING AND STORAGE

AFTER RECEIVING YOUR CLOTH FACE COVERS:
Place directly in washing machine. Immediately dispose of plastic baggie and wash your hands.

1. WASH AND DRY ON HIGH HEAT BEFORE FIRST USE AND AFTER EVERY DAILY USE
2. WASH YOUR HANDS AFTER HANDLING YOUR USED/WORN FACE COVERS
3. IF NEEDED, IRON FACE COVERS TO HELP THEM KEEP THEIR SHAPE
4. STORE IN A CLEAN, DRY PLACE. PLASTIC BAGGIES WORK GREAT!
5. THROW AWAY FACE COVERS THAT ARE SHOWING SIGNS OF WEAR